TV Walls

What can you do with a Multi-Screen TV Wall setup? One of the
most common scenarios is for sports watching. Having several
games playing on the wall at once, or one big game stretched
across a multitude of TVs (especially on very large screens) is a
sports fan’s dream.

CAT5 HDMI Matrix System

Our most popular system is our, HDMI HD 1080p Video over Cat5
wiring system which includes the SB-Touch v2 Controller and all
interconnect cables (except the Cat5 to the TV’s). The basic system
is 8 sources to 16 TVs and can be scaled to any size by adding more
receivers, source converters or additional switches (each switch
supports 48 additional ports). Audio is delivered to each TV and
zoned audio is also available.

COAX HDMI HDTV Systems

Our Coax HDMI HD Multi TV Control System has all the features of
our popular Cat5 system but uses a single coax wire as the medium
between the unit and TVs, it distributes raw uncompressed video
for the absolute best picture possible. Coax is also the preferred
choice if you already have wires run from an older Component or
RF install. While this system runs approximately 30% more than
our Cat5 system the extra cost is offset by being able to re-use your
older wiring. 1080p or 3D.

On Screen Signage Systems

SportsBar-TV Systems is now proud to announce our exclusive
inexpensive solution to adding Text and Graphics overlaid
with the programing on your TV’s. The TV your patron is currently
watching is the optimal place to put announcements or
advertising!

Audio Systems

We offer zoned audio (Bar, Dining, Restrooms, Patio, etc).
Using our SB-Touch controller and an additional audio switch or
multi-zone system, audio control is as easy as the Video control.
With our “Audio to Zone” feature, all you have to do is pick a TV and
touch one button to make your preferred zone play that TV’s audio.
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Finally a more Affordable Solution
to Multi-TV Entertainment Systems
SportsBar-TV.com specializes in the lowest cost iPad/
Touch-Panel HDTV integration systems available!
We offer full turn key “plug & play” systems that
even non-technical people can install!
1080p HDMI Switching from one to 144+ TVs
SB-Touch V2 Controller controls your DirectTV, Dish,
all Cable Systems including FIOS, as well as
international providers such as Bell and Sky
SB-Touch V2 Controller also supports local in-house
sources such as DVD/Bluray players, Apple TV, media
players, CCTV and HD stage/event cameras.
Full Audio integration for zoned or
individual TVs

We can provide all your needs for a
fraction of the cost of the others.

Get quotes from the rest, then put us to the test!

You will not be disappointed!

1. Limited 5 Year Warranty*
4.

6.

3 clicks or less.

3. Easily move programs from
TV to TV.

ipad/Android/PC
control from
anywhere

5.

Database keeps
track of each
TV’s source
connection

Audio Zones
Control available

7.
8.

2. Satisfy your customer in

DMX Lighting
Control available

Interfaces with all popular
matrix switching systems

control
9. Easy
of any number of TVs

10.

Perfect solution for Bars,
Restaurants, Bowling Alleys, etc.

For more information visit www.SportsBar-TV.com or call 865.567.1313 to discuss ordering your personalized system designed to fit your establishment’s needs.

